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In my opinion New York Guitar Method Volume Two and New York Guitar Method Ensemble Book Two are what any
aspiring jazz guitarist should get. You can't play Bebop without knowing about Approach Notes so that alone is worth the
price.

The Bootleg Series Vol. Dylan, of course, was a much-changed man, but upon his return to Columbia Records
after an ill-fated sojourn to the Asylum label, he was ready to make history again. He returned to his native
Minnesota for two sessions with local musicians guitarists Chris Weber and Kevin Odegard, keyboardist Greg
Inhofer, mandolin player Peter Ostroushko, bassist Billy Peterson, and drummer Bill Berg on December 27
and 30, recording master takes of five songs previously attempted in New York. The final album featured five
tracks from New York, and five from Minnesota. What happened along the way to convince Dylan that he
needed new musicians, a new locale, and a new feeling to bring his powerful songs to life? More Blood, More
Tracks is the story of thirteen songs â€” ten of which made the final album. His new songs tapped into
universal emotions even as their intricate lyrics were rife with riddles and allegories. His melodies embraced
traditional folk music forms, largely eschewing the classic Tin Pan Alley style Dylan had infrequently
referenced think: These yarns had the ring of truth, but their final forms hardly came naturally. The journey
with Dylan, Phil Ramone, and a rotating cast of sidemen makes for one of the most fascinating Bootleg
entries. Alas, the Minneapolis session reels no longer exist, so the final versions of those five tracks have to
suffice. The Minneapolis recordings have been remixed from the original multitracks for additional clarity and
enhanced detail. Whether or not the song was truly personal â€” its composer-lyricist has long denied the
autobiographical nature of the material on Blood â€” it surely had the illusion of such intimacy. Dylan was
still searching to vocalize the right balance between the wistful and the desperate, but yes, Bob, it was vividly
dramatic! The first song recorded in New York became the last song recorded in Minneapolis on December 30
â€” making it the first and last song cut for Blood on the Tracks. Peter Ostroushko joined the band for this
track on mandolin, though Dylan himself took over the instrument for crucial passages. Though he was still
fine-tuning the lyrics and placement of each verse, the raw emotions were powerfully present. Take 3, in
particular, is elegant in its spare simplicity. He returned to the song to open the sessions on September 17 with
Tony Brown of Deliverance on bass and Paul Griffin on organ. He would later play with Steely Dan. Buddy
Cage added tasteful flourishes of steel guitar to Take 2 without radically transforming the song. Further takes
were rendered on September 19 as the singer experimented with the sound of his wordless vocalizing as well
as with his lyrical phrasing. His final stabs at the song Takes , Remake 2 were unfinished, and the box
preserves his on-mic commentary as he decides to move on: The band at Sound 80 added a rich fullness to the
ballad, topped off by overdubbed B3 and even flamenco guitar. Some of the delicacy had been lost, but in its
place was a striking immediacy. He recorded two solo takes and three band takes with Deliverance on
September The poet and the storyteller walked hand in hand. Notably, his perspective on the song is that of
omniscient narrator, rather than first person. While Dylan was prepared with the songs, he was seeking
spontaneity from the band, something that Deliverance found difficult to, well, deliver. The very next take,
one of many on the box that showcases the seemingly effortless, utterly subtle interplay between Dylan and
Brown, was the one that made the album â€” with its looser yet still restrained and direct, dynamic vocal. The
second first issued on the Blood acetate has a lost twelfth verse not present on the final, rollicking, and more
heavily countrified album version from Minnesota, recorded on December The second of these takes was
included on the first Bootleg Series box set. Dylan rehearsed it again on September 17 with Paul Griffin
adding a bit of boogie on the piano, before abandoning it. He and Brown reinvented it on September 19, Dylan
tossing off his words with loose, carefree insouciance on Take 1, Remake. They continued to tweak and
reshape it over three more takes that day. That version is presented here twice: Chances are the facility,
usually booked for jingles, had never heard anything like this before. The naked, raw quality of the New York
takes was absent, but in its place was a mighty, thunderous rock fury. The mere presence of drummer Berg
accelerated the song in a new direction. Dylan was so pleased with the take that he decided to continue
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revisiting the New York material. By Take 3, Dylan and the band are still on altogether different pages. For
Take 4, they sit out entirely other than Tony Brown. On the fifth take, Brown and Dylan lead the band in
exploring a vastly different, softer, and slower sound for the song. After the eighth take and the first complete
one since Take 5 , one can sense Dylan, weary and deflated. It was time to move on. The next day, September
17, Dylan, Brown, and new recruit Paul Griffin revisited the tune in a sprightly new arrangement. Dylan and
Brown, newly inspired, tackled the song at the end of the September 17 session. In just two takes, they nailed
it in an intimate style. The conversational Take 2, taken at a more urgent tempo, is the version heard on Blood
on the Tracks. Only Brown remained with Dylan to bring to life his moving tale of romantic entanglements,
love, loss, discovery, and determination. As with so many of the songs here, longtime fans will delight at the
lyrical variations large and small. The following day, September 17, Dylan and Brown attempted another take
with Griffin on organ, this time at a significantly faster clip and with the lyrics still changing by the moment.
Dylan tweaked it once again that day with just Brown, each take growing in power. That strength was
undiminished when Dylan and Brown came back to the song on the 19th. Three consecutive takes two of them
cut short following a rehearsal exude confidence in the song, and Take 3 Remake 2 was selected for the
acetate. In virtually every respect, the song was reborn from its New York origins. The crisp and swaggering
remake, taken in a new, higher key G, rather than A was undoubtedly smoother than its New York
counterparts, but that radio-friendly quality likely allowed it to reach the widest possible audience. Dylan
returned to it the next day for another four abortive solo takes â€” the only items recorded on September On
September 19, not yet done with the song, he and Brown launched into another four takes. Take 3 was marred
by technical issues, but that affords the opportunity for listeners to hear some fly-on-the-wall chatter which is
surprisingly infrequent on this set. You gotta keep three or four things going at the same timeâ€¦just like life!
Happily, full discographical annotation is also included indicating which takes ended up on the acetate, final
album, and subsequent compilations. It may never be fully revealed why Dylan chose to re-record a quintet of
songs in his home state. But that mystique has always been part of Blood on the Tracks, and always will be.
The beauty of this collection is that it leaves the listener to draw his or her own conclusions. Blood on the
Tracks continues to fascinate and haunt with every listen. Fans and collectors alike will no doubt have strong
opinions about which tracks should have made the final album, but this set makes it clear that a direct line can
be drawn from the reserved New York sessions to the boisterous Minnesota dates to the blazing Rolling
Thunder Revue. Was Dylan more authentic in New York? More likely, this artist of many facets was working
out which part of himself to reveal. More Blood, More Tracks is the sound of a singer-songwriter-musician at
work, in his element, making art. This glimpse into the process of the famously-guarded artist is one to be
savored.
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There is a companion volume New York Guitar Method Ensemble Book Two which applies the information learned in
this book along with other sight reading exercises. Equipped with the musical foundation of these two books, the
guitarist will gain a deep understanding and mastery of contemporary music.

Early years[ edit ] The Maxwell street ghetto where Goodman grew up Goodman was born in Chicago, the
ninth of twelve children of poor Jewish emigrants from the Russian Empire. His father, David Goodman â€” ,
came to America in from Warsaw in partitioned Poland , [3] and became a tailor. With little income and a
large family, they moved to the low-rent Maxwell Street neighborhood, an overcrowded slum near the railroad
yards and surrounding factories, populated mostly by Irish, German, Scandinavian, Italian, Polish, and Jewish
immigrants. The streets are inexpressibly dirty, the number of schools inadequate, sanitary legislation
unenforced, the street lighting bad, the paving miserable and altogether lacking in the alleys and smaller
streets, and the stables foul beyond description. Hundreds of houses are unconnected with the street sewer. On
Sundays, his father took the children to free band concerts in Douglas Park, which was the first time Goodman
experienced live professional performances. I wanted to do something with myself. And the music was a great
form for me. I was absolutely fascinated by it. So I set out at an early age to do what I couldâ€”and devote my
efforts to it, and enjoy it. It was the only time he was able to get away from the bleak environment of his urban
neighborhood. He was awarded an honorary LL. He recorded with the regular Pollack band and smaller
groups drawn from the orchestra through In , Goodman and Miller wrote the instrumental tune " Room ",
which was released as a Brunswick Hammond arranged for a series of recordings of jazz sides for Columbia
Records from to , when Goodman signed a recording contract with RCA Victor , during his success on radio.
His familiar theme song by that title was based on Invitation to the Dance , by Carl Maria von Weber. He let
Henderson write arrangements, which Fletcher, his brother Horace and wife, Leora, usually copied from his
own records, as Fletcher had almost no scores left. The Henderson method had usually been head
arrangements. During the Depression, Fletcher disbanded his orchestra because he was in debt. Eastern Time,
aired too late to attract a large East Coast audience. However, unknown to him, the time slot gave him an avid
following on the West Coast they heard him at 9: By August , Goodman found himself with a band that was
nearly broke, disillusioned and ready to quit. Catalyst for the swing era[ edit ] Main article: News reports
spread word of the exciting new music and the enthusiastic dancing to it. Some, like the British author J. His
stay there extended to six months, and his popularity was cemented by nationwide radio broadcasts over NBC
affiliate stations. Both combinations were well received, and Wilson stayed on. In his â€” radio broadcasts
from Chicago, Goodman was introduced as the "Rajah of Rhythm. The sold-out concert was held on the
evening of January 16, It is regarded as one of the most significant in jazz history. After years of work by
musicians from all over the country, jazz had finally been accepted by mainstream audiences. Recordings of
the concert were made, but even by the technology of the day the equipment used was not of the finest quality.
Acetate recordings of the concert were made, and aluminum studio masters were also cut. He contracted
Artists Recording Studio to make 2 sets. These recordings have not been out of print since they were first
issued. In early , the aluminum masters were rediscovered, and a new CD set of the concert was released based
on these masters. The album released based on those masters, The Famous Carnegie Hall Jazz Concert , went
on to be one of the best-selling live jazz albums of all time. She first suggested to Hammond that he see
Charlie Christian. John Hammond heard him in Reportedly, Hammond personally installed Christian onstage
during a break in a Goodman concert in Beverly Hills. Irritated to see Christian among the band, Goodman
struck up " Rose Room ", not expecting the guitarist to know the tune. What followed amazed everyone who
heard the minute performance. The sextet made him famous and provided him with a steady income while
Charlie worked on legitimizing, popularizing, revolutionizing, and standardizing the electric guitar as a jazz
instrument. Beyond swing[ edit ] Goodman continued his success throughout the late s with his big band , his
trio and quartet, and the sextet formed in August , the same month Goodman returned to Columbia Records
after four years with RCA Victor. At Columbia, John Hammond, his future brother-in-law, produced most of
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his sessions. By the mids, however, big bands had lost much of their popularity. During the â€”44 strike, the
War Department approached the union and requested the production of V-Discs , a set of records containing
new recordings for soldiers to listen to, thereby boosting the rise of new artists [38] Also, by the late s, swing
was no longer the dominant style of jazz musicians. The recordings Goodman made in bop style for Capitol
Records were highly praised by jazz critics. Pianist Mel Powell was the first to introduce the new music to
Benny in , and kept him abreast to what was happening around 52nd Street. I like the piece and I like the way
he played it. So he started a bebop band. But after a year and a half, he became frustrated. He eventually
reformed his band and went back to playing Fletcher Henderson arrangements. Benny was a swing player and
decided to concentrate on what he does best. Bop was mostly publicity and people figuring angles. After his
bop period, Goodman furthered his interest in classical music written for the clarinet, and frequently met with
top classical clarinetists of the day. In , he met Ingolf Dahl , an emigre classical composer on the faculty of the
University of Southern California , who was then the musical director of the Victor Borge show. To do so, he
had to change his entire technique: He had his old finger calluses removed and started to learn how to play his
clarinet againâ€”almost from scratch. He also recorded the clarinet concertos of Weber and Carl Nielsen.
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